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ABSTRACT

This is an account of the visible and near infrared
spectrum of dense helium excited by 160keV electrons.
It has been suspected that metastable helium atoms are
involved in production of strong 0^ and

spectra when

liquid helium doped with these elements is excited by
electron impact.

This led to an investigation of dense

helium gas spectra and the identification in pure gaseous
3
and liquid helium spectra of the 3 3
S - 2 P
and 3 11
S - 2 P
3 +
3
X + 1
atomic transitions and the d I - b 7T and D Z - B Tf
u
g
u
g
molecular transitions. The absence of other spectral lines
suggests that the Hornbeck-Molnar threshold lies between
22.92eV and 23.01eV.

The intensity of light emitted from

gaseous helium is much greater than from liquid helium,
an effect that is not accounted for.

Calculations of

the excited state populations of helium gas at- 4.2°K
and 200Torr pressure, bombarded by luA of 160keV electrons,
are reported and comments made on the approximations used.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This thesis is concerned with a spectroscopic tech¬
nique useful in investigations of cryogenic liquids and
gases.

An electron accelerator is used to excite a target

substance, either gaseous or liquid, contained in a Dewar.
This source of excitations can be used for both low and
high density targets, an advantage not shared by gaseous
discharges, which can only be lit at low pressures.

The

accelerator can be rapidly pulsed to study time dependent
effects, which are not observable in targets excited by
discahrges or radioactive sources.

The variable electron

current and energy and the high energy density available
with the accelerator are additional advantages over radio¬
active excitation sources.
The target liquids and gases are contained in a Dewar
which is separated from the accelerator by a foil.

Such

an arrangement permits spectroscopic experiments on high
density, low temperature substances.

A small sample

chamber, connected to a glass gas handling system, may
be filled with a cryogenic liquid to keep the sample at
a constant temperature, and the pressure and purity of
the sample can be controlled with the gas handling system.
The original motivation for our research was a report
by Jortner, ej; al^. ^ of a phenomenon observed by them while
investigating another effect.
helium from a 50mCi

210

Energy absorbed by liquid

Po source of alpha particles was

not emitted in a helium spectrum, but was transferred
to the very few oxygen and nitrogen molecules present and
w

as emitted in 0^ and N^ spectra

(see figure lc).

Exper-

2

ience in gas physics at Rice University suggested that the
mechanism of energy transfer might involve the metastable
3

2 S atomic state of helium, which might be excited by fast
projectiles and exist long enough to collide with an
impurity atom and transfer the excitation to it.

The 2 3 S

helium atom is known to have a long-range repulsive inter¬
action with ground state helium atoms.
2 3
Surko and Reif 5
later reported evidence of a neutral
excitation that travelled in straight lines through liquid
helium at temperatures below ,7°K.

At the surface of the
*|*

liquid these excitations produced He^ ions and electrons.
This work further suggests that long-lived localized
excitations can be produced in liquid helium by particle
bombardment.
We briefly and unsuccessfully tried to detect the
metastable atom in superfluid helium by measuring the
absorption of the 1.08p line of helium.

The experiment

was sufficiently complicated to require preliminary inves¬
tigations of emission.

First Wiley S. Dennis determined

by photography the critical current above which a beam
of 160keV electrons incident on superfluid helium will cause
a local transition to normal fluid and boiling.

We then

recorded the emission spectra of pure and doped liquid
helium excited by currents below this critical level
(see figures 1 & 2).

To identify the features of these

spectra we needed to compare them with spectra of gases
recorded with the same apparatus, since the gas spectra
were so much better understood (see figure 2).

The principal

features of our pure helium spectra were a singlet and
triplet pair of molecular transitions at 6400A and 6600A.
gaseous He^ spectra have been reported by several authors,

3

from Goldstein and Curtis m 1913 to Gmter in 1966.

4-30

Comparing this earlier work to our spectra we were able
to definitely identify three molecular bands by their
rotational structure (see figure 3) and to make tentative
identification of several other bands and atomic lines
by the positions of their central maxima.

Apart from

their relation to the original metastable and impurity
problems, our gaseous spectra have several interesting
features.
First, the light output from the gas is much higher
than from the liquid.

Second, two molecular transitions

are an order of magnitude stronger than any other bands
and only two atomic lines are present at any pressure
4
19
above lOTorr.
(At 4.2°K lOTorr of He contains 2.29x10
atoms/cc.)

Third, the densities of our samples are much

higher than any obtainable in a discharge tube.

A very

dense gas by discharge tube standards is lOTorr (3.54x10

17

atoms/cc at NTP), while a gas at 760Torr and 4.2°K, almost
5000 times denser, can be studied in our apparatus.

CHAPTER II
EQUIPMENT
Accelerator (See figure 4)
The beam source is a Cockroft-Walton accelerator
manufactured by Texas Nuclear Corporation.

Its maximum

output is 4mA at 200keV, but sufficient excitations were
produced by beams less than

IOJIA

at 160keV.

The electrons

are supplied by an emission control curcuit to a tungsten
filament.

They are boiled off the tungsten at a rate

determined by a heating current which passes through the
filament.

They pass through an electrostatic lens and

then enter the accelerator tube, a stack of 20 annuli
of successively greater potential.

After they leave the

accelerating electric field, they enter a focussing mag¬
netic field and then a steering electric field. A few
inches before reaching the helium, the electrons pass
through a circular defining aperture and a mesh which
collects a small fraction of them and measures the beam
current.

A .000125" thich Havar foil separates the accel¬

erator vacuum from the target gas or liquid.
Dewar (See figure 5)
The chamber containing the target substance is the
inner of two Dewars and may be cooled to 1.5°K.

The outer

Dewar holds liquid nitrogen and the inner has a capacity
of about 5 liters of liquid helium.

For experiments on

targets of closely controlled purity, a third chamber,
holding the target substance, may be suspended inside the
inner Dewar, which then acts as a constant temperature
bath.

Light leaves the Dewar via sapphire windows at

90°, 180°, and 270° to the electron beam.

The joints

between foil, metal, and sapphire of parts of the system
which are at low temperatures are sealed with indium gaskets.

5
Gas-handling system (See figure 6)
The sample chamber may be evacuated through a glass
gas-handling system until it is cooled to 4.2°K by the
liquid helium in the bath.

Helium gas, purified by passage

through a copper baffle at 4.2°K, can then be admitted
through the gas-handling system into the sample chamber.
Impurities may also be introduced through this system.
Emission spectrometer (See figure 7)
Light from the Dewar is chopped before entering a
monochromator.

The detector used at the exit slit of the

monochromator is either a PbS detector, an S-20 photomult¬
iplier, or an S-l photomultiplier.

The detectable wave¬

lengths thus extend from 3000A to 3p.

The output of the

detector passes through a lock-in amplifier, and as the
monochromator is driven through a range of wavelengths
the lock-in output is recorded on a strip or X-Y recorder.
The principal source of noise is the electron beam.
A target of zinc sulphide may be inserted into the beam
just before the Dewar, and the fluorescent spot where the
beam strikes the target can be viewed by closed circuit
television. The dancing and flickering of this spot show
graphically the noise in the beam.

A measurement of this

noise can be made by monitoring the fraction of beam
current collected on the mesh.

Signal to noise is about 10

at lOpA of total beam. The variations in light intensity
caused by this noise and the consequent variations in
lock-in output are averaged by an RC circuit of time constant
about lsec.
To measure the absolute sensitivity of the apparatus,
an Electrical Testing Laboratories incandescent lamp of known
spectrum and intensity was placed in the Dewar approximately
where the electron beam would excite a sample.

This permitted

us to calibrate the lock-in output in units of photons per
second.

The lamp was then replaced by a helium sample

excited by the electron beam, and the beam current was
adjusted until the signal was as small as the noise.

6
This corresponded to an intensity of 5x10^ photons per
second at 6400A, or 1.6x10 ^watts, inside the Dewar.
Absorption spectrometer (See figure 8)
A 1000W, 120V dc tungsten filament lamp is the source
for the absorption spectrometer. It and the lens used to
focus light on the vibrating entrance slit are cooled by
a stream of air.

The entrance slit is attached to the

voice coils of two loud speakers.

One coil is driven by

an oscillator and the other coil produces a negative
feedback signal to stabilize the motion of the slit.

As

described below, the motion of the slit causes a small,
rapid oscillation in the wavelength of light leaving the
monochromator. If the fraction of light absorbed is
f(A) then the output of the lock-in amplifier will be

.

df

approximately

so we record the derivative of any

absorption lines.
Figure A

The path difference is d(sin© - sin^) = nX.

Light from the

entrance slit of the monochromator is collimated and
reflected at angle 5 to the spherical mirror's axis. It
strikes the grating at angle J + ot = 0 . It leaves at V
to the grating and strikes the spherical mirror again at
V1 + oc to the axis. It is refocussed and must leave the
mirror at £ to its axis in order to reach the exit slit.
Therefore f + of. = 5 •

7
Figure B

J +a =

€>

?

V

- a =

nA = d(sin(5 + a ) - sin( J - <x))
= 2 d cos J sin a.
dA =

sinj sina df

If the distance from the entrance slit to the spherical
mirror is 25cm and the displacement of the entrance slit is
d , then d = 25 d§.
3
e
Q
, .=
2 d sin
. rJ sina d,
dA
25n
e
The slit is driven sinusoidally, so d

e

= d

eo

sinu>t.

■,.
2dd
.
_
.
dA =
eo smj sina smut
25 n
If a fraction f(A) of light is absorbed, then Iq(1 - f(A))
is transmitted.

The ac component of this signal which

has the same frequency, within certain limits, as the slit
will be the output of the lock-in.
and can be ignored.

I

has zero frequency

The wavelength depends on time as

2d
.
2dd
. „ . . .
r
Ax = —
sina +
eo sin?J sina smwt
ncos?-r-=
25 n

#

The slit displacement is very small, so A = A„+<fA where SA«A0.
Expand f(A) about A0.

8

SX

f(A) = fUJ

+

k

K,

(SX)2 4*

• « .

The ac component of this at the frequency of the slit is
df
ax KSX

2dd

. . „ . ^
eo smot sinj sxnwt.
25 n

Since the monochromator is slowly driven, as
changes.

a

changes,

X0

The shape of the absorption line f(A) and the
are sketched in figure C.

lock-in output

If the second

Xo

harmonic of the s', it is used as the reference signal to
the lock-in, the ac component of the signal at frequency 2

is

CHAPTER III
CALCULATIONS
We shall describe mathematically our experimental
situation in chronological sequence, dealing with the pas¬
sage of the beam through the foil, the absorption of electron
energy by the target substance, and the de-excitation pro¬
cesses, in that order.

We shall assume for these partic¬

ular calculations a IpA beam of 160keV electrons and a
target of 200Torr of Helium gas at 4.2°K.
Passage of the beam through the foil
As the beam passes through the foil it is attenuated
and its energy spectrum is widened.

An estimate of these

effects starts with the formula
= 412 En mg/cm^
n = 1.265 - .0954 logeE (E in MeV)
RQ

for the extrapolated range R of electrons of energy E 31
o
2
Since E = .16MeV, R^ = 29.4mg/cm . Our Havar foil has a
o
density of 8300mg/cc, so the extrapolated range in Havar
is .00354cm, or about 11.1 thicknesses of .000125" foil.
Assuming linear attenation, the energy of the beam which
reaches the target beyond the foil is thus (10.1/11.1) x .16
= .146MeV.
The straggling in energy is measured by the width of
the peak in the energy spectrum at half-maximum.
calculated by Williams 32 this is
KL = 3.8

4
z— t

As

ergs

mv2
where N is the density of electrons in the foil, m and v are
the electron mass and velocity, and t is the foil thickness.
In our experiment KL = 1.79keV = 1.2% of 146keV.

This

10

Figure E
32
(Williams
p 431)

variation due to straggling is negligible compared to errors
in the original beam energy and in the foil thickness.
The action of the beam on a helium target wili be
divided into primary effects, involving the beam electrons,
and secondary effects, which are the actions of electrons
released by ioniaztion. According to Evans (ref 33, pp 567,
602, and 610), the principal beam-atom interactions are
elastic electron-nucleus reactions and inelastic electronelectron interactions.

In the few inelastic nuclear col¬

lisions very energetic photons (bremsstrahlung) are emitted,
but for electrons incident on helium the energy lost in
ionization and in bremsstrahlung are equal only for 175MeV
beams (ref 33, p 610).

At the beam energy used in our

experiments, bremsstrahlung accounts for only about .16/175
= .09% of the energy transferred from the primary beam to
the helium.
Excitation by the beam
The number of atoms excited per second from the ground
state by the beam is
n. = Q. — n
i

where

leg

t

is the cross section for excitation to the ith

excited state, I is the current of electrons, t is the

11
thickness of the target, and n
state atoms/cc.

is the number of ground

Both the cross section and the beam

energy vary through the target.

Assume each electron is

slowed down as

E = (E

- ^o) x.
R
o

The extrapolated range RQ is defined by

pR

Q

Since

p

p

= 25.4mg/cm

2
31
for .146MeV electrons.

= .1785mg/cc at NTP,

= .1785 x

x

= 2.99mg/cc at 200Torr and 4.2°K.

Under these conditions
25.4
= 8.5cm > length of sample chamber = 1.1cm.
o = 2.99

R

The increase per second of the ith population due to
primary electrons at x to x + dx is

dn

i

=

Q

^Ro "

i

e

n

g

dx

*

R

o

The density of ground state targets is
n

=

g

atoms/mole x, grams/cc
grams/mole

, 4.50x1020 atoms/co.

The number of excited atoms in the sample chamber is

n. = — n
l
e g

Jof '

E
Q.i (-r^(R
- x)) dx.
R^ o

The energy of the beam changes only slightly from one side
of the chamber to the other:

12
= 146keV
0

11

E(l.l) = E (1 -

= 127keV

In this energy range the excitation cross sections vary
slowly, so we can use a mean value in place of an integral
>

in calculating n^.
n. = J n

1.1 Q.(136keV) = 2.74xl017 Q.

The excitation cross sections of helium for electron
beams of less than 500eV were reported by Moiseiwitsch
and Smith

33

.

These calculated values of Q. obeyed either
^
X
QE = A log E + B or Q = aE , and therefore straight, line
plots of QE vs log E or of log Q vs log E for energies
below 500eV could easily be extrapolated up to 136keV.
The calculated values of n^ can be found in figure 9.
Excitation by secondary electrons
A current I of electrons of energy E in the x direction
produces

QlWf-gdx
secondary electrons per second in the interval from x to
x + dx, where Qj(E) is the ionization cross section.

A

fraction f(E ) dE of these have energies between E and
s
s
s
E s+ dE
.
As
a
secondary
electron
moves
in some direction
s
r away from the scene of its ionization it slows down,
and we shall assume its energy is
E

s

E

SO

(1

)

where

RQ

Ego-

A single secondary electron of energy E

Q.(E ) n
X

S

is the extrapolated range of an electron of energy
will excite

dr atoms into the ith
state if it travels a
r

CJ

distance dr, where Q.(E ) is the excitation cross section.
X s
In one second the secondary electrons produced with energy

13
E so between x and x + dx will excite
f(B

so>

dE

so

°i<V

atoms in the interval dr.

dr

e

n

g

Q (E)

I

41

The ionization cross section is

35

Qj = 5.39xl0-15 log10E - 3.45xl0~15 _ 4.04xl0~13 2
—
_2 cm .
E
E
We assume f(E ) is independent of E (ref 36, p 288) and
SO
integrate over x.

f(E

SO>

dE

so

Q (E

i

s>

dr

i

n

g i"QI(E) ^

= 2.49xl035 f(E

) dE
Q.(E ) dr
SO SO 1 s

To integrate over r we must consider the energy dependence
of Q.(E ), since as the secondary electrons move away from
the region of their production they slow down and the
cross sections

change.

2.49X1035 f(Eso) dEso iRQi(Eso(l -

fo »

dr

The limit of integration R is the smaller of the extrap¬
olated range R (E ) and the internal dimension of the
o so
sample chamber (about 1cm). The range-energy relation we
37
shall use was reported by Williams.
R = 7 •7x11)11 g2 = .856X10-9 E 2
on
so

cm

where n is the number of electrons/cc and E _ is in eV.
SO

For Ego = 34.1keV the range is 1cm.
we define a function

To integrate over Ego

R*(E ) = .856xl0"9 E 2 for E
* 34.1keV
o so'
so
so
= 1cm for E
> 34.1keV.
so

14
The total number of atoms excited per second into the ith
state is then
oc

keV

/

r- Ro

„

f(E ) dE JL4 Q. (E ( 1 - f )) dr.
' so
so' ’ 1 so Ro

n. = 2.49x10001
1
o

When we define the mean value of the cross section as
R
—
0
^i
R* E

O

f ^s°
^soO-^^i

SO

E

s

Rc

the integral becomes
or r W6 keV ic

n. = 2.49x10 /

f(E

—

) R (E ) Q.(E ) dE .
so
o so
1 so
so

To make calculations of this integral practical, we assumed
Q.(E
The function f(E
'k

so

) = Q.(E ).
1 so

) is proportional to a cross section

SO

f (Ego) calculated by Wiley S. Dennis in 1968.
*
//-Hite/*
f(E ) = f(E ) /JL
f (E ) dE
' so ' so' / J°
' so
so
= 1.293x10

-14 *
f (E )
' so

With these approximations, the number of atoms excited per
second into the ith state by secondary electrons was calcul¬
ated for several states.

The populations of excited

states due to primary and secondary effects are summarized
in figure 9.
Discussion of calculations
Missing from our calculations is consideration of
tertiary electrons, electrons ionized by secondary electrons
Each beam electron produces about 200 secondary electrons,
which have smaller energies than the beam.

Since excitation

cross sections are highest at low energies, the secondary

15
electrons have a much larger effect in populating the
excited states. One could similarly expect tertiary
electrons to cause more excitations than the secondary
electrons.

As can be seen from figure 9, the ratio of

triplet excitations to singlet excitations is greater for
secondary electrons than for beam electrons, so tertiary
electrons could be expected to populate triplet states
even more effectively.
Another possible mechanism for triplet production
'

38—43

is excitation transfer. The beam and secondary
electron energy is initially absorbed principally in sing¬
let states, as shown by our calculations.

The n^P levels

in particular are densely populated, and in collisions

11

1

with 1 S atoms n P atoms can make transitions to n L
38
states. Lin and Fowler
showed that such transitions
are most likely for AL = + 2.

Near-resonance excita¬

tion exchange between n^P and nF states is thus possible,
and since the multiplicity of the nF states is greater
than the n^P state multiplicity there is a net transfer
of population from n^P to nF states. Spin is not a good
quantum number for F states of helium, so the reaction
product of n^P + l^S overlaps both singlet and triplet
states and may decay into either series of terms. Kay
44
and Hughes
found that the mixing of singlet and triplet
F states is not complete until n = 6, however; so that
11
13
4 P —*• 4 F transfer is preferred to the 4 P -7-* 4 F
transfer.

That is, L-S coupling is strong enough for

n = 4 that the collisional transfer 4^P + l^S —► 4^F + l^S
is inhibited by the Wigner spin rule. For lower quantum
numbers collisional transfer is even more unlikely.
45
Teter and Robertson
could detect no excitation transfer
from 3**"P to triplet states.
Hornbeck-Molnar reactions
He* + He —»- He* + e

16
also block excitation transfer by depopulating levels
which would participate in transfer mechanisms. The
-7
radiative lifetime of helium excited states is about 10 sec,
while the time between collisions in helium at 200Torr and
t

4.2°K is about 10 ^sec (ref 36, p 34). All atomic states
above the H-M threshold will therefore be rapidly consumed.
Since L-S coupling is strong below the H-M threshold,
excitation transfer probably makes no contribution to
triplet populations.
(See Chapter IV, p 22 for more on
the Hornbeck-Molnar effect.)
It was assumed in our calculations that the beam was
completely collected on the far side of the sample chamber.
However, these 127keV electrons are likely to be scattered
back into the chamber, as Dennis experienced in the work
he described in his MA thesis.
The cross sections we used were calculated by Ochkur
47
and Bratsev and by Fox
and reported by Moiseiwitsch and
34
Smith.
The inaccuracy of such calculations is noted by
Smith.
The comparison between theory and experiment
for the helium triplet excitation functions shows
that there is a serious discrepancy in the highenergy behavior, the theoretical results falling
off as E“3 and the experimental results falling much
more slowly.
. 41
St. John, Miller, and Lm
also wrote
The experimental cross sections show satisfac¬
tory agreement with the theoretical values calculated
by the Born approximation for the ^S and
states
at high electron energies, but are about four times
larger than the theoretical values for
states.
Evidently the complexity of physical processes involved
in electron impact on helium makes it very difficult to
derive absolute cross sections from apparent cross sections.
Limited by time, we did not evaluate the mean values
Q.i
, but assumed
instead Q.l
= Q..
l

The error due to this

assumption is sketched in figure F for an assumed shape for Q^.
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Figure F

CU

This is not a large error, but might be avoided if these
calculations are extended with a computer.
The cross section f*(E ) was calculated by Dennis,
s
who integrated equation 99, page 490, of Mott and Massey. 48
To know f(E ) we had to calculate the normalization integral

X

i46keV

s

f*(Eg) dEs-

Since there is an appreciable contribution

to this integral from the high energy region, where
calculated values of f*(E ) were widely spaced, the accuracy
s
of the normalization factor might be substantially improved.
Also, if f*(Eg) is the absolute cross section for produc¬
tion of secondary electrons of energy E , then Jo
fWbtee1t*(E ) dE
s
s.
s
= Q (E) . However, Q calculated from f*(E ) is about 10"~ cm ,
S
^
whereas using Kingston's
formula for Q we calculated 10 —19cm2 .
We assumed that f*(E ) had the correct shape for the
s
secondary electron spectrum but included a constant factor
that would explain this discrepancy in Q .

Future treat¬

ment of this problem should include investigation of the
computer program used to calculate f*(Es) in order to
reconcile these two methods of calculating the total
ionization cross section.
Since ionization by the beam and secondaries is more
likely than excitation we might consider a triplet produc-

18
«

•

»

•

"I"

tion mechanism beginning with He .

"f

The number of He

ions produced per second by the beam is
I
14
' n^ = 0^ ~ n 1.1 = 5.55x10

ions/sec.

The rate of production of He+ ions by secondary electrons
is
n

= 2.49x10
I

35 /'WfcfeeV
16
L
f(E ) Q (E ) R*(E ) dE = 4.4x10
ions/sec.
°
slsoss

The number of ions produced by beam and secondary electrons
16
is thus 4.4x10
ions/sec, and by adding up the numbers
listed in figure 9 we calculate that the number of excita16
tions produced per second is .8x10
excitations/sec.
Since no calculations have been made of recombination
population of excited atomic and molecular states we shall
consider such mechanisms only qualitatively in the following
chapter.
Conclusions
These calculations reveal the relative contributions
of beam and secondary electrons to direct excitation as
summarized in figure 9, and indicate the importance of
tertiary electrons and back-scattered beam electrons in
excitation and ionization.

The approximate calculations

we made are a useful step towards more complete treatment
of our experiments with a computer.

If such work is under¬

taken we can include the effects of excitation transfer,
tertiary electrons, beam reflections from the walls of
the sample chamber, and more accurate mean cross sections
Q_^ and secondary electron distribution f(Eg).

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Description of spectra
The spectrum reported by Jortner, et al.^" is repro¬
duced in figure lc.

It was emitted by liquid helium at

4.2°K doped with nitrogen and oxygen in concentrations of
at least 1 part in 1000. The excitation source was
21 0
50mCi of
Po. Assuming that this produced alpha particles
of 5.303MeV, the power absorbed by the liquid helium in
14
their experiment was 1.96x10 eV/sec.
(Compare with
18
10
eV/sec in our liquid experiments.) All features but
O

the peak at 5250A are characteristic of
itions.

0

or ^ trans¬

In pure liquid helium at 4.2°K these authors

could detect no emission between 1200A and 6000A.

The low

intensity of their source of excitation and the insensi¬
tivity of their detectors account for their failure to see
the lines and bands we saw on the red side of 6000A.
Figure la is a typical spectrum of pure, superfluid
helium as recorded in our laboratory at Rice.

The small

feature at 456 0A is probably the h^£~h - b^T band of He„.
u
g
2
The bumps at 5600A and 6210A are not identified. The large
peaks at 6400A and 6600A are the d^Z+ - b^/T and D^X+ - B^7T
u
g
u
g
He^ bands, respectively. They are present in all spectra
of helium in our experiments and have been positively
identified by their rotational structure, which we resolved
at 300Torr and 4.2°K in the spectrum reproduced in
figure 3a.

The superfluid spectrum of figure la shows
3
3
m
only one of the two atomic helium lines, 3 S - 2 P' (7065A)
11
•
and 3 S - 2 P (7281A), which persist even at high densities.
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When we added about 1 part of oxygen to 200 of helium,
the spectrum of figure lb resulted.

Most of the

lines

observed by Jortner, ejt al. were obtained, as indicated.
An unidentified feature at 5230A is present in both spectra,
and we saw other, unknown transitions at 5610A and 5960A.
Figure 2a is the spectrum of superfluid helium doped with
1 part in 200 of neon.

Other impurities are known to be

present in this sample, and the number of unidentified
transitions was so large that instead of continuing
impurity studies we decided to concentrate on the spectrum
of pure helium.

At this point in our work we had not

yet identified the 6400A and 6600A peaks as molecular
transitions.
The spectrum of figure 2b was obtained from 200Torr
of helium gas at 4.2°K.

Most of the blue end of the spectrum

is still unaccounted for, but the 4525A peak is probably
h I

- b TT

and the feature at 4690A was resolved at 3Torr
1+1
and positively identified as H 2 - B 7T . The feature in
o
9
the neighborhood of 5700A has been resolved at 3Torr and
u

g

u

300Torr into three peaks at 5720A, 5740A, and 5765A, each
0

about 10A wide and due to unknown transitions.
With an S-l photomultiplier we extended our sensitivity
out to lp and recorded the spectrum of figure 2c.
o

As well

©

as the familiar bands at 6400A and 6600A and lines at
7065A and 7281A we saw a feature at 9180A, which may be
3 «r-+ 3 r~+ _ 1—+
1—+
_
.
the c 2 - a 2 and C Z - A 2 molecular transitions,
g
u
g
u
The larger features at 1.038p and 1.058p have not been
more fully investigated or identified.
In figure 3 we show the rotational structure we have
been able to resolve and identify in three He^ bands.
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Relative strength of gas and liquid spectra
The first question to consider is why the gaseous
emission is stronger by at least one order of magnitude than
the liquid emission.

Jortner, _et al."^ reported that

"No self absorption was observed", so imprisonment does
not explain the drop in emission for increased density.
.49
.
.
Fermi
wrote "The loss [of energy] is larger m a rare¬
fied substance than in a condensed one...due to the alter¬
ation of the electric field of the passing particle by
the electric polarization of the medium."

In this theory

the beam electron causes polarization of the liquid such
as to oppose the electron's field so strongly as to reduce
the.number of target atoms within its sphere of influence
by an order of magnitude in comparison with the number
affected in the gas.

Fermi, and later Halpern and Hall,

50

calculated the change this polarization effect would have
on the formula
dW
dx

2 ne
2 [1°y (1 - B2)Vml " ^
mv
r

3

for the rate of energy loss of an electron of velocity v = ft c
and mass m passing through a medium of electron density n.
According to this equation, as the material is condensed
n increases and the energy loss rises.

The effect of the

polarization is in the opposite direction, but according to
Halpern and Hall it is a negligible effect for helium below
p/mc = 100, that is, for electrons below 5MeV.

Since we

observed a sizeable effect at .16MeV the calculations of
Halpern and Hall do not quantitatively explain the difference
in power emitted by gaseous and liquid helium.
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Hornbeck-Molnar process
The second feature of our spectra is the absence
of certain atomic lines which are very strong in discharge
spectra (at much lower densities than our samples) and the
■absence of the corresponding molecular transitions. The
3
3
3
3
strongest discharge lines are 3 P - 2 S and 3 D - 2 P.
The first fact to be considered in this question is that
the cross sections for production by electron impact of
3
3
3 P and 3 D states peak at 27eV and fall off much more
rapidly for increasing energy than singlet cross sections.

34

Since the energy of free electrons in an rf discharge is
near 20eV while beam and secondary electrons in our ex¬
periment have much higher energies, one would expect much
stronger triplet lines in rf discharges than in electron
impact excited samples. In spite of this, however, the
3
3
3
3 S state is populated in our Dewar, since the 3 S - 2 P
line is one of the two strong atomic lines present in our
spectra.

A second factor which must be considered, therefore,

is a mechanism for consumption of atomic states above 3 S
3
3
but below 3 P and
anc 3D. If the threshold for the Hornbeck51
Molnar process
He* + e

He + e He* + He

>

He

2

+

e

3
3
3
3
is an energy between 3 S and 3 P, then 3 P and 3 D atoms
3
would form molecular ions before they could decay to 2 S
3
and 2 P, respectively (see figure 10). The rate for this
process would increase with pressure, so that in high
density samples it would be most effective, but in low
3
3
3
3
density gases it would not inhibit 3 D - 2 P or 3 P - 2 S
radiative transitions.

(Hornbeck and Molnar found that no
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He^ ions were produced in helium gas at pressures below
.4p, presumably at room temperature, when bombarded by
150pA of electrons at 25V.)

The presence of the 3^S - 2^P

line in our spectra suggests that the threshold lies between
1
3
3 S and 3 P (between 22.92eV and 23.01eV). Other measure¬
ments of this threshold energy are listed below.
Hornbeck-Molnar threshold

Investigator
52
Meyerott

22.5eV

Hornbeck and Molnar 51
53
_
Curran

23.18 + *^eV

Munson, Franklin, and Field
As Franklin and Matsen

23.1 + .05eV
54

'23.3 + .lev

pointed out, these measurements

were of ion current vs electron energy, and did not
determine the lowest energy state that could enter a Hornbeck
Molnar reaction.

Rather, an He* ion current first appeared

for an electron energy such that a sizeable excitation
1
3
3
3
1
cross section existed. The 3 S, 3 S, 3 P, 3D, and 3 D
cross sections are all so much smaller than the 3^P cross
section that an ion current seemed to appear only when 3^P
atoms were being produced (by 23.09eV electrons).

If the

ion current could be amplified it might depend on the beam
energy in the manner pictured in figure G.

He*
current
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The size of the steps in the ion current might be predicted
by the cross sections at the threshold energy, but at this
voltage all cross sections are rapidly increasing with
energy and accurate measurements of them are too difficult
to permit a quantitative prediction of the shape of the
ion current.
by Hornbeck

This effect of amplification is alluded to
and Molnar

(ref 51, p 625).

Therefore the

measurements of Curran ejt al. are not in conflict with our
observation that the Hornbeck-Molnar threshold is between
22.92eV and 23.01eV.
The appearance of He* ions at this threshold suggests
that this is the ionization limit of He , but the values
3 +
56
of the dissociation energy of a 2 reported by Herzberg
U
27
(2.6eV) and Ginter
(2.2eV) would fix- the ionization limit
of He^ well below the n = 3 atomic levels.

Figure H
56
-u
i.
27,)
(Herzberg
& Ginter

A
2IS7-

2W7eV

3*5

He!
4.25eV

2*S
2-2-

2.6eV
+

±

u

I$

Reagan, Brown, and Matsen

(1963) calculated a

"rigorous lower bound of 2.24eV for the dissociation energy
-f 2r-+
of He^ ( Xu)" which also placed the ionization limit of
He^ below the n = 3 atomic levels.

2
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Figure I
57,
(Reagan, Brown, & Matsen'"*)
He+
3.24 eV

HeU2Zt)

3*

J

22.35B)

2}$
I'S

However, two sets of more recent calculations place
the energy of He* closer to the sum of He*(n = 3) and
^
58
He(n = 1).
Scott, Greenawalt, Browne, and Matsen
(1966) calculated the dissociation energy of A^Z* to be
between 1.51eV and 2.02eV.

Their "rationalized dissociation

energy" of 1.719eV puts the energy of He* just .062eV
2
1
below 3 S.
Figure J
(Scott, Greenawalt, Browne, & Matsen^)
2'S

Het
3*S
3-?(,2eV

22.*5?eK

2$

l.7/$eV

A'lu
l'S
Klein, Greenawalt, and Matsen
3

energy of a

Z

59

(1967) found the dissociation

+

to be 1.172eV by one set of calculations

and 1.007eV by another, placing the energy of He^ in the
region of the Hornbeck-Molnar threshold.

Thus the latest

calculated values of the ionization limit of He^ are not
inconsistent with interpreting the Hornbeck-Molnar threshold
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Figure K
56.
(Klein, Greenawalt, & Matsen^u)
1

3’P

t A

He

i

5'S
443

XiXK>b

ev

22.920eV

•v

22.900

or
23-obSeV

2%TM72

,or
11.007 \
Kv

i

IS
as the energy of He^ and assigning it a value between 23.01eV
and 22.92eV.
The absence of atomic lines originating on levels
higher than 3^S has been explained by a Hornbeck-Molnar
depopulation of such states, but even more striking illus¬
tration of the threshold phenomenon would be the presence
of all lines below 3^S.
However, the infrared lines
11
3
3
2 P - 2 S and 2 P - 2 S have been calculated to be just
beyond the limit of sensitivity of our infrared detector
and have not been observed.

The only other line permitted

by the Hornbeck-Molnar hypothesis is the 584& line 2^P - l^S,
which is absorbed before reaching our detector.
Recombination
The ratio of ion density to excited state density,
calculated in the previous chapter to be 4.4/.8 = 5.5,
suggests the importance of recombination in producing the
spectra we recorded.

There are several recent articles

dealing with recombination mechanisms involving He
He*.^ ^

1

" “

and

The question of principal interest in these

papers is the relative rate of dissociative recombination
of He*
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He* + e —>■ He* + He
and of collisional-radiative recombination of He*
He* + 2e —9- He* + e.
2
2
All of this work is at much lower densities (about 10

17

atoms/cc) than in our experiments, and most of the quoted
authors found that dissociative recombination of He^ is
much less likely than collisional-radiative recombination
of He*.

They similarly found that the principal source

of atomic lines was collisional-radiative recombination of He
He+ + 2e

► He* + e.

(But see references 68-70 for a discussion of a dissociative
recombination mechanism contributing to 1.08p atomic light.)
The high density of He and low electron density in our
experiments leads to a different predominance of reactions,
however.
Following ionization the most likely reaction involving
+

He

is
He+ + 2He —> He* + He.

(Collisional-radiative recombinations are rare, since
2
2
[e] <3C [He] .) Due to the low concentration of electrons,
dissociative recombination probably follows.
He* + e —*• He* + He
The product of this reaction then produces either another
molecular ion in the reverse reaction
+

He* + He —► He2 + e

1
(for He* > 3 S)
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or an excited molecular state
He* + 2He —> He* + He

(for He* < 31S),

or makes a radiative transition
He* —* He* + hv

(for He* < 31S) .

The only excited states which could exist long enough,
according to this proposed set of reactions, to make rad¬
iative transitions are atomic states He*(<3^S) no higher
than 3^S and molecular states formed by He* («3^S) + He.
The relation between atomic and molecular states will have
to be studied further in order to account for the parti¬
cular strength of the observed molecular transitions.
The most likely reactions following ionization of helium
atoms are summarized in figure 11.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

We have recorded the spectra of atomic and molecular
helium at very high densities.

The difference in intensity

of light from liquid and gaseous helium is quantitatively
unaccounted for. The presence of only the - 2^P and
3_ 3
3 S - 2 P atomic lines leads us to suggest that the threshold
for the Hornbeck-Molnar process lies between 22.92eV and
23.01eV.

We have detected several transitions between

low-lying molecular levels, but need to investigate further
the relation of atomic to molecular states and reaction
mechanisms in order to account for the exceptional strength
,

molecular bands.

lv-+

_ lv+

and C I - A 2.
g
u
We are presently extending the sensitivity

of our spectrometers in order to search for the infrared
transitions between low atomic and molecular levels and to
detect metastable atoms.

Studies of gas and liquid spectra

at various densities may aid in determining reaction
mechanisms.

We also intend to obtain spectra of liquid

helium doped with other impurities.
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